Proxi Plus is a complete adjustable worktable solution ordered with one simple model number. Proxi Plus includes Worksurface, Supreme Power Module, Wire Trough, Plug Strip, and the Proxi Electric Base. Wire management issues and complicated ordering is solved with Proxi Plus.
PROXI PLUS

Details

- A complete table solution, ordered with one simple SKU.
- Proxi Plus Complete Tables include Proxi base, top and accessory package (plug strip, hinging trough, Supreme Convenience Module). Cable Manager sold separately.
- Electric adjustable 2-stage (3-tube) configuration with programmable handset.
- ANSI/BIFMA extended range adjustment of 22.45" to 48.45"H (including 3/4" tabletop).
- Includes best in class electric motor for each leg, with standby energy of 0.3 watts.
- Adjusts up to 1.4" per second.
- Load capacity (not including worksurface) is 264 lbs for 2-leg tables and 331 lbs for 3-leg tables.
- Standard in C-Leg configuration. T-Leg Conversion Kit available.
- Comprehensive 7-Year Warranty.

30x60" 22.6" to 48.7"
Arctic White Silver Black
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